Entrance Requirements

A full A-level or equivalent qualification in English Literature or English Language and Literature is expected. A-level History is highly recommended. All candidates must take the History Aptitude Test (HAT). Candidates will be required to submit one piece of written work for History on an historical topic and two pieces for English.

Which colleges offer History and English?

History and English is not offered at all colleges. You can check which colleges are offering places for this Joint School course in the current Prospectus, on the University's admissions website (www.admissions.ox.ac.uk/colleges), or by contacting individual colleges.

www.english.ox.ac.uk
www.history.ox.ac.uk

“There’s a misconception that studying joint honours is like doing two degrees at once but from my experience, this isn’t the case. I can frequently apply what I learn in one subject to the other. I would definitely recommend applying for a joint course!”

Shona, Keble College

“I have explored my areas of interest in a lot more depth and found illuminating links between the courses. This not only enriched my understanding, but revealed to me just how intertwined the subjects are!”

Emma, St John’s College
YOUR FIRST YEAR

Students study four papers, on which they are examined at the end of the first year.

1. History of the British Isles. A choice of six options is available: 300–1087; 1042–1330; 1330–1550; 1500–1700; 1688–1848; 1830–1951. Students can look at social, economic, and cultural as well as political themes, and a degree of specialisation within these broad periods is readily permitted.

2. EITHER a paper on historical methods, for which a variety of options is available. These include ‘Approaches to History’ which involves an examination of interdisciplinary ways of studying history, and ‘Histonography: Tacitus to Weber’ which looks at great historians and their works.

3. Introduction to English Language and Literature. An introduction to some of the techniques available for approaching texts from the eighth century to the present day.

4. An additional course in English which can be Early Medieval Literature (650 – 1350), Victorian Literature (1830 – 1910) or Modern Literature (1910 – present).

SECOND AND THIRD YEARS

Seven papers are taken, which are assessed by a mix of submitted work and written examinations:

1. An interdisciplinary ‘bridge’ paper, for example, Representing the City (London), 1558–1640.
2. A period of British History not studied in the first year.
3. TWO subjects from the broad range of papers available in years 2 and 3 of the English Language and Literature course.
4. EITHER a Modern History Special Subject (which counts as two papers, and gives an opportunity for studying a particular topic in considerable depth).

OR two from: a History Further Subject paper; a period of British or European and World History not already covered; an additional subject from the English course.

5. An interdisciplinary dissertation on a subject area of your choice.

The degree course is therefore extremely flexible. Students wishing to specialise in the medieval period, for example, might offer in their first year Literature in English 650 – 1350, British History 300–1087, and The Age of Bede; while in later years they could take a European and World History paper in the period 600–1000 and add a Further Subject in Anglo-Saxon Archaeology.

Those wishing to specialize in the Modern period could combine the study of Victorian Literature with Nineteenth-Century British History in their first year, while among the papers they might study for finals would be Intellect and Culture in Victorian Britain, an English Special Option on Science in Victorian Literature (depending on the options available in a particular year), and the History Special Subject on War and Reconstruction: Ideas, Politics and Social Change, 1939–45.

Renaissance specialists could produce an intellectually stimulating course combining an early Modern literature outline paper with Early Modern British History and the Further Subject Literature and Politics in Early Modern England or offering one of the more culturally orientated Special Subjects like the High Renaissance or English Architecture.